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I. INTRODLJCTI~N 
If a is a positive real number, the solution of the ordinary differential 
equation 
d2u/dt2 = -au, 40) = fi 9 u’(O) = fz 
is given by 
u(t) = cos(&it)fi + (I/&) sin(&)fi . (l-1) 
Let X be a Banach (B-)space. In this paper we shall consider 
abstract Cauchy problems of the form 
utt = --Au, 40) =f1 1 %(O> =f2 s (1.2) 
wheref, , fi E X, and A is a linear operator from X to X with domain 
9(A); the solution U( * ) will be a twice strongly differentiable function 
from R = (- co, co) to X. The solution will admit a representation 
which is a generalization of (I. 1) to B-spaces; this representation will 
be obtained via semigroup theory. 
Equation (1.2) can be written in the form 
where 
U, = MU, U(O) =f 
u = i u”, > , M=(oA ;), f=(i), 
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and I is the identity operator on X. Consider the matrix 
0 1 
m= ( ) c 0 
where c is a real number. Then 
1 0 
m2=c o I. ( 1 
Consequently, 
etm = z. (tmY/n! = cosh(t&) (i y) + (l/da sinh(d) m. (1.3) 
In case c < 0 the formulas 
sinh(ix) = i sin x, cosh(ix) = cos x 
enable us to rewrite (1.3) as 
etm = cos(tb) (i Yf) + 6-l sin(d) m 
where b = l/--c. (Note that (1 .l) can be obtained from (1.4) by 
applying the operator elm tof.) 
Now suppose that the operator -A has a square root B which is 
the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous group in A?(X), 
the B-algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. Then formula 
(1.3) suggests that M is the infinitesimal generator 
continuous group given by 
etM = cosh(tB) (i “I) + B-l sinh(tB) M 
of a strongly 
(1.5) 
if, in addition, 0 E p(B), the resolvent set of B. 
Sections 24 are devoted to developing the above heuristics into 
a rigorous argument, and to applying the results to the solution of 
initial boundary-value problems for hyperbolic partial differential 
equations of the form (1.2), w h ere A is an operator of the form 
A = L + P(t). 
Here L is a (formally) self-adjoint uniformly elliptic operator of order 
2p with sufficiently smooth coefficients, and for each t, Z’(t) is a 
differential operator of order at most p; the coefficients which appear 
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in P(t) are bounded measurable functions of x and are Holder 
continuous functions of t. We shall consider these problems in a 
bounded domain Sz in Rn with zero Cauchy data. The boundary aQ 
is to be sufficiently smooth, and the conditions on the initial data are 
fi E &,, n Zpo, fi E Zpo (these spaces are defined in section 3). The 
results will be stated and proved in the y* case. 
In section 5 we study the Cauchy problem for equations of the 
form 
dmu/dtm = B”‘u, m > 2. 
In an earlier paper, Yosida [2I] used semi-group methods to treat 
the case p = 2, Q = R". For a different approach to a more general 
class of problems, see Phillips [18] w h o uses his theory of dissipative 
operators. After the present research was completed Professor L. 
Nirenberg informed me of the work of J. L. Lions [13] (see also [12]), 
who used Hilbert space methods (but not semigroup methods) to 
obtain some theorems similar to the ones presented here. Professor 
Lions also pointed out the relevant references [I], [2], [9], [II], [19]. 
All the literature cited above except [I] seems to be devoted exclusively 
to the Hilbert space case. I am indebted to Professors Nirenberg 
and Lions for these references. I am also grateful to Professors L. 
Hormander, R. MacCamy, V. Mizel, and especially E. Nelson for 
some stimulating discussions. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let G be a strongly continuous group in a(X). Let B be the 
infinitesimal generator of G with domain g(B); G will be written as 
G = {ets, tE R}. 
Let 1 < s < co, and let Y be the space g(B) with norm 
Ill Y III = (I Y I8 + I BY IY 
if s < co, and 
Ill Y Ill = ma4 Y I, I BY I) 
ifs = co. Here 1 * 1 denotes the norm in X. Y is a B-space under 111 * 111 
since B is a closed operator. Let 1 < Y < co, and let 2 be the space 
Y x X with norm 
IK III 2 = (Ill Y Ill’ + I x IY 
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(with the usual modification in case I = co). Then 2 is a B-space 
under 11 .II, and the norm topology of 2 is the product topology of 
2?(B) x X, S?(B) h aving the graph topology. If X is a Hilbert 
(H-) space and s = Y = 2, then Y and 2 are also H-spaces. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be the injkitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous group of operators in a(X) with 0 E p(B). Let 
with domain 
9?(M) = 9(B2) x .9(B). 
Then M is the injinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous group in 
L%(Z). efM is giwen by formda (1.5). Fin&y 0 E p(M). 
Proof. Let 2 be normed as in the paragraph preceding the state- 
ment of the theorem. The following fact will be used frequently: 
BetBg = etBBg 
whenever g E .9(B) and t E R. For t E R set 
T(t) = cosh(tB) (i “I) + B-l sinh(tB) M, 
where cosh(tB) and sinh(tB) are defined in the obvious manner in 
terms of G. Stated differently, for f = (5:) E 2, 
cosh(tB)f, + B-%inh(tB)f, 
T(t)’ = ( cosh(tB)f2 + B sinh(tB)f, 1 ’ (2.1) 
If a, b are nonnegative real numbers and 1 < Q <co, then 
a + b > (u” + bQ)l’Q > (l/2)@ + b). 
Using this fact and (2.1) we obtain 
II Q)fll = {Ill coWB)fl + B-l sinh(tB)f2 Ills 
+ 1 cosh(tB)f2 + B sinh(tB) fi la}l’s 
< Ill coWB)fl Ill + Ill sinh(tB) B-Y2 III + I cosW9.h I 
+ I sinh(tB) Bfi I 
< I cosWWlfI I + I Bfi I> + I sinWB)I{I 23-l I If2 I + If2 I> 
+ I coWB)l If2 I + I siWB)I I Bfi I 
< WNf, I + I Bfi I + Ifi I> 
< 2WUllfI Ill + If2 I> G Wt)llf IL 
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where 
K(t) = 1 cosh(tB)I + 1 sinh(B + / B-l I}. 
Hence T(t) E B(Z) and )( T( - )I/ is a bounded function on bounded 
intervals in R. Let 
G,, = {T(t), t E R}. 
Then G,, is a group; this follows easily from the group property of G. 
We next compute the infinitesimal generator of G, . Let 
B. = 9(B2) x 9(B). 
Let f = @) E 9s . Using (2.1), an elementary calculation yields 
lii t-‘( T(t) f - f) = (&.) = Mf, 
where 
Since 11 T( * )I/ ’ b IS ounded on bounded intervals, it follows that T( - ) f 
is strongly continuous at t = 0 and hence on R for all fin the closure 
of 53s in 2. 
We now show that ~3~ is dense in 2. Since Z = Y x X and 9(B) 
is dense in X, it suffices to show that 9(B2) is dense in Y. Given 
x E Y(=@B)), th ere exists a sequence {zn} E Q(B2) such that 
lBx,-BxI+0 as n --f co. 
This is because 3(B) = B(9(B2)) is dense in X; this follows from 
0 E p(B). Using 0 E p(B) again, 
I xn - x 1 ,< 1 B-l 1 1 Bx, - Bx I--+ 0 as n -+ co. 
Hence as n -+ a~, x, -+ x and Bx, --t Bx in X, so that x, -+ x in Y. 
Let 
N = (; “;). 
For all f E .CBO = 9(M), NMf = f, and for all f E Z, MNf = f. Since 
II Nf II = (l(Bjy)l( < I B-2 I Ifa I + I B-l I Ifi I + Ifi I 
< (1 + I B-l I)“(lfi I + Ifi I) < 2(1 + I B-’ I)‘llf IL 
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it follows that N E a(Z) and N = M-l. In particular, 0 E p(M) and 
M is closed. 
Suppose that 
f% t-y T(t)f -f) = g, f,iTEZ. 
Then, using (2.1), 
g, = lii{t-l(cosh(tB) fi - fi) + 2-l sinh(tB) B-lf,}, 
g, = lii{t-l(cosh(tB) f2 - fJ + t-l sinh(tB) Bfi}. 
Since fi E Y = Q(B), 
lii t-l(cosh(tB).f, - fJ = 0. 
Therefore 
g, = iii t-l sinh(tB)(B-If,) = B(Pf,) = fi , 
So f2 E 9(B) since f2 = g, and g E 2. Next, since fi E 9(B), 
lii t-l(cosh(tB) f2 - fJ = 0. 
Therefore 
Let 
g, = lii t-l sinh(d3) Bfi . 
L& = {h E X : lii t-l sinh(tB) h exists in X}. 
(2.2) 
Clearly 9i 3 Q(B). Let h E 9i . Since sinh(tB) h is strongly 
differentiable at t = 0, so is 
cosh(2tB) h = 2(sinh(tB))2 h + h 
and therefore so is cosh(tB) h. Consequently, 
et% = cosh(tB) h + sinh(tB) h 
is strongly differentiable at t = 0. Therefore h E 9(B), so that 
5Bi = 9(B). Hence (2.2) implies Bfi E 9(B), so that fr E 9(B2). 
Therefore f~ Z3a and 
CBo = {f E 2 : lii tP(T(t) f -f) exists in 2). 
The proof of the theorem is thus completed. 
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REMARK. Theorem 2.1 is in general false if 2 = Y x X is 
replaced by X x X, since then formula (2.1) does not necessarily 
define a bounded linear operator on X x X as the following counter- 
example shows. 
Let X be the complex H-space P”(R). Define S by 
W(4 = (1 + x2)&) 
with domain 
9(S) = 1 g E x : ,” xl/ g(x)12 dx < co!. 
Then S is an unbounded self-adjoint operator. Therefore B = iS 
is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous unitary group 
in 9(X). Also, 0 E p(B) since 
(B-lg)(x) = --i(l + x”)-lg(x), g E B(B) = 9(S). 
Since 
we have 
(etBg)(4 = expW(l + ~2)}g(4, 
(B sinh(tB) g)(x) = -(I + 9) sin(t( 1 + x2)) g(x). 
Therefore 
B sinh(rB) 4 a(X) 
if t # 0. For example, if t # 0 and 
g(x) = (1 + x2)-1/2 sin(t(1 + x2)), 
then g E X, but 
h(x) = (B sinh(tB)g)(x) = (1 + x2)lf2 sin*(t(l + x2)) 
and 
so that h $ X. 
3. SECOND-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let D be a bounded domain in P. P’(Q)[C!;(fi)] is the set of all 
infinitely differentiable complex-valued functions on R [having 
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compact support in Q]. If 01~ ,..., CX, are integers between 1 and n, 
set 01 = (01~ ,..., aJ, I 01 I = j, and 
Da = aqax,, *** ax,,. 
For f, g E P(G) and k a nonnegative integer, set 
( f, ghc = 1 j- PfD% dx. 
I4Qk * 
(m, .)k is an inner product on 
Hk = {~EC='(Q):DOL~EP(Q),~ ( 1 <It}; 
let 11 . Ilk denote the corresponding norm. Let &.[Sko] be the 
completion of HJC;(Sa)] under the norm 11 *Ilk. Sk, Sk0 are 
H-spaces and So = S+’ = g2(Q). f~ S$X$~~] if and only if there 
is a sequence {urn> in Hk[C~(J2)] such that {Du,} is an X0-Cauchy 
sequence for each I 01 I < k and 11 u, - fIlo + 0 as m ---t co; in this 
case 
D"f = ;:.I D"u,,,. 
Let 
h(x) = (-l)P f 1 Da(aaB(x)DBu(x)). 
r=o lal=IBI=r 
Here, if 01 = (CQ ,..., G+) and /3 = (/3, ,..., pk), then 4 = (a1 ,..., CQ ,
B I ,..., /3,J. Th e o f 11 owing assumptions will be made: 
(Al) : For each OL, /?(I 01 I = I fl I), a,, is a complex-valued 
function of class 0, where q = max( 1, I OL ( + p - 2), in a neighbor- 
hood of 0, the closure of IR; and aorB = a,,(x) for each x E IR. (It 
suffices to assume that a.@ E 0(o) since by Whitney’s Theorem [20] 
a,, can be extended to a 0 function in a neighborhood of a.) 
(A2) : For all f E P\(O) and all x E .iT, 
or, equivalently, there is a positive constant k, such that 
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for all 4 E Rn and x E Q; here if f = ([r ,..., 5,) and (y. = ((or ,..,, (Ye), 
then [, = .$,, . . . f,, . 
(A3) : The boundary E@ of J2 is of class C3p-2. 
Recall that aSZ is of class Ck if for each y E a0 there is an integer j, 
1 < j < n, a neighborhood N of y, and a function h of class Ck such 
that 
xj = h(q ,..., xjq ) jrj+1 ,.‘., x,) 
for all x E N n alR (cf. [3], p. 86). 
We can now state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (Al)--(A3) hold. Then the abstract Cauchy 
problem 
utt = -Lu, 40) = fi 3 40) =f2 
has a strong (i.e., p2p”) solution u( . ) which maps R into Z2p r\ SD0 if 
fi E Z2p n Xpo and f2 E Zpo. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
For U, v E .X2P n XPo, 
(Lu, W)O = (4 w, * 
This can be shown easily by integration by parts. Hence, as a map 
from 
B(L) = 2,, n SqJ c x0 (3.1) 
to &o , L is symmetric. Moreover, for a suitable constant c, 
L’ = L + cl is 1-l onto according to 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (Al)-(A3) hold and let K be a nonnegatiwe 
integer. If for each 01, /?(I (II / = 1 ,6 I), aoB is of class 0 where q = 
max( 1, 1 01 1 + p + h - 2), and if al? is of class C3P+k-2, then for any 
su#iciently large constant c, the map 
L’ = L + cl : &&+ n SD0 -+ .%k 
is l-l onto. 
For a proof see Nirenberg ([16], pp. 658, 661, 666) or Friedman 
([3], pp. 295, 301, 304). The l-l ness of L’ means that the generalized 
Dirichlet problem (given f E Zk , find u E X2P+k n XPo such that 
L’u = f) has at most one solution. The ontoness of L’ means that the 
generalized Dirichlet problem has a solution. The assertion in the 
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above theorem that L is onto is an immediate consequence of 
Friedrich’s Theorem (see Friedrichs [4], pp. 305-306, or Yosida [22], 
p. 177 and the result of Meyers and Serrin [IS]). 
We now prove that L' as a map from 9(L) = Q(L’) C X0 [see (3. I)] 
to x0 is self-adjoint. Assume the contrary. Then by Theorem 3.2, 
the adjoint L’* cannot be l-l. Hence there is a PI E x0 such that 
v # 0 and L’*v = 0. But then for all u E .9(L’), 
0 = (“,L’*w), = (L’u, w). . 
Since {L’u; 24 E 9(L)} = X0 , it follows that z’ = 0, the desired 
contradiction. So L’ is self-adjoint (and so is L). 
Replacing L’ by L, = L’ + c’I if necessary, where c’ is a positive 
constant, it follows from GQrding’s inequality ([ZO], p. 181 or [22], 
p. 175) that there is a positive constant c,, such that 
L, is self-adjoint and (-co, 0] C p(L,) by (3.2). By the Spectral 
Theorem L, has a self-adjoint square root S with (- co, 0] C p(S). 
Set B = is. Then B2 = -L, , 0 E p(B), and B is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous unitary group in a(xo). Theorem 
2.1 can now be applied with X = z. , s = 7 = 2. We conclude that 
with domain g(M,) = 9(L) x 9(S) is the infinitesimal generator 
of a strongly continuous group in L&Z)(Z = g(S) X X). Since 
M=(oL ,I)=Ml+M, 
where 
MO = (-(&~)I 
0 
0 1
and M,E~(Z) (b ecause II Mofll = Cc + c’)lh I < (c + 4llfll), it 
follows that M is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
group in a(Z) (by [A, p. 389). 
We have proved that the abstract Cauchy problem 
Utt = -Lu, 40) = fl 9 %(O) = f* 
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can be solved if fi E 9(L) = A?rP n sPo and fi E Q(S). It remains to 
show that ZPo = 9(S), and this will be done with the aid of some 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. 9(S) is the cZosure of 9(S2) in the norm 1 u ( = 11 Su Ilo . 
Proof. By the Closed Graph Theorem and the fact that 0 E p(S), 
9(S) equipped with ( . I is an H-space containing 9(S2). Hence the 
I * 1 closure of 9(S2) is contained in 9(S). On the other hand, since 
9(S2) is dense in x0 , given u E .9(S) there is a sequence {un} in 9(S2) 
such that 11 o, - Su Ilo + 0 as n -+ 0~). Set u, = S-lv, . Then 
I 24, - 24 1 = 11 vm - su Ilo -+ 0 
as 7t + co. Hence 9(S2) is dense in (9(S), / . I). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A, B be self-adjoint operators on an H-space X 
satisfying A, B > cl for some c > 0. Then 9(A) = 9(B) implies 
9(A1i2) = 9(B112). 
Proof. If C, D are operators on X, write C < D if and only if 
9(D) C 9(C) and 11 Cx II < 11 Dx 11 for all x E 9(D). Heinz ([6, p. 4261; 
cf. also Kato [8, p. 2091) p roved the following result: if C, D are 
self-adjoint and C, D > d for some c > 0, then C < D implies 
CY2 << D112. 
Let the hypotheses of the lemma hold. Then A-l, B-l E a(X). For 
each x E 9(A) = .9(B), 
II Ax II < II Ax - Bx II + II Bx II 
< II /m-1 - 1 II II Bx II + II Bx II < Ml Bx IO 
where k2 = II AB-l II + 2 < co by the Closed Graph Theorem. 
Hence A < k2B. Consequently AlI2 < kB112 by Heinz’s result. In 
particular, 9(B’/“) C 9(A112). Reversing the roles of A, B yields the 
converse containment, so 9(A112) = 9(B1j2). 
The above lemma generalizes a result of Medeiros [14, p. 201. The 
idea of the proof is contained in Medeiros’ paper. 
Let d = CT., a2/&vj2 be the Laplacian. Then, for all f, g E 9(dP) = 
3?2p n Hpo, we have 
wf, do = ws 490 
or 
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according as p = 2r is even or p = 2r + 1 is odd. These formulas 
are obtained by integration by parts (Green’s Theorem), and there 
are no boundary integral terms since f, g E XPo. In either case it 
follows that 
(4f9f)o G Ilfll: - 
On the other hand, 
by GBrding’s inequality (3.2) for f E Sap n SD”. Hence the norms 
I . IP and 11 . I& are equivalent on X&, n SPo, which is dense in 
g(dP/“) by Lemma 3.3; here 
Therefore S(dP/“) = XPo. In view of Lemma 3.4, this completes 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. PERTURBATION OF LOWER-ORDER TERMS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (Al)-(A3) hold. Let P be the operator 
P,(x) = c b,(x) D%(x) 
bl <P 
where the coejkients are essentially bounded measurable functions on Q. 
Then the abstract Cauchy problem 
utt = -(L + P) % u(O) = fi 9 ut(O) = f2 (4-l) 
has a strong (i.e., 9”) solution which maps R into S2D I? Sp’J ;f 
fi E XSp n Zpo and f2 E Spa. 
Proof. M = (fL ;) with domain 9(M) = (s!?~~ n XpO) x tip0 
is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous group in S?(Z) 
by Theorem 3.1. Here we are using the notation of the preceding 
section. Let 
Then for g E 2, 
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and 
where the constant K depends only on the DEp* norms of the coefficients 
of P. Therefore Q E g(Z), and so 
MfQ = (-(LO+p) I 
O 1 
with domain g(M) generates a strongly continuous group in L@(Z) 
(cf. [7], p. 389). This completes the proof. 
If {T(t), t E R} is a strongly continuous group, then there exist 
positive constants C, D such that 
II WI d CeY t E R. 
This observation, together with the equations 
u = etWf+Q'j-, 
(M +$I) U = et(M+Q)(M +Q)f, 
yields the following estimates for the solution of (4.1). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then 
there are positive constants C, D such that 
II WI; + II u&II: d CeD’Wfi II: + llh 11th 
II 4t)ll;, + /I ut(t)ll; < c~D’t’wi II& + llfi II”,>. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (Al)-(A3) hold. Let P(t) be the operator 
P(t) U(X) = c b,(t, x) D%(x) 
lal<k 
where for each t E R and each 01, b&t, -) is an essentially bounded 
measurable function on 52, and for almost every x E D and each a, b,( -, x) 
is Holder continuous in the sense that for each T > 0 there are positive 
constants K and /3 such that 
I b,(t, 4 - us, 4 < KI t - s I5 
if 0 < t, s < T. Then the abstract Cauchy problem 
Utt = -(L + p(t)) u, 40) =f1 * 4) =f2 (4.2) 
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has a strong (i.e., 9”“) solution which maps R into SIYZ~~ n Xpo if 
fi E S2p A XpO and f2 E Sp 0. In (4.2), utI is to be interpreted as the 
strong right derivative of ul , which exists as the two-sided strong 
derivative of u. uI1 will exist as a two-sided strong derivative if, in addition, 
for almost every x E 1;2, b,(*, x) is continuously d@rentiable on R, and 
(a/ax) b,(t, x) is essentially bounded on [ - T, T] x Q for each T > 0. 
Proof, Set 
By the proof of Theorem 4.1, t -+ Q(t) is a strongly Holder continuous 
(or continuously differentiable) function from R to a(Z). The 
theorem now follows from some work of Phillips ([27], pp. 216-217). 
Phillips’ Theorem is stated in the Appendix and a new proof of a 
generalization of it is given, which is based on some earlier work of 
the present author [5]. The form of Phillips’ result we are using here 
is Theorem A.2 of the Appendix. 
5. EQUATIONS WITH HIGHER-ORDER TIME DERIVATIVE 
In this section we shall consider abstract Cauchy problems of the 
form 
dmuldtm = B’%, 40) =f1 ,***, dm-lu/dtm-l ItcO = fm . (5.1) 
Here m > 2. A generalization of Theorem 2.1 can be proved. 
Specifically, if wkB generates a strongly continuous semigroup for 
K = 0, l,..., m - 1, where w$ = exp(2nik/m), then (5.1) has a 
unique solution as long as fk E B(IFkfl), k = l,..., m. However, 
if m > 3, such a B is necessarily a bounded operator. Hence the 
generalization to the case m > 3 is devoid of interest. 
The boundedness of B follows from a result of Chazarain [I]. 
However, we shall give a different proof. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that wkB is the in.nitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semi-group for k = 0, 1 ,..., m - 1, where m > 3. 
Then a(B) is bounded and 
ll(AZ - B)-lII = 0(1/A) as Ihl-tco. (5.2) 
LEMMA 5.2. Let B be a closed operator such that o(B) is bounded 
and (5.2) holds. Then B E &9(X). 
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It is clear that these two lemmas show that the result announced at 
the beginning of this section is essentially trivial in case m > 3; 
hence we shall not bother to state it precisely or prove it. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. By the Hille-Yosida Theorem there are 
constants M, w such that h E p(wkB) and 
lI(hZ - w&)-l 11 < M/Re(h) - w (5.3) 
whenever Re(h) > w, k = 0, l,.,., m - 1. Let S be the sector 
S={hEC: IargAI <rr/m}; 
here C denotes the complex numbers. For each X E S, 
cos(arg A) = Re(h)/I h 1 > cos(n/m) > l/2 
since m > 3. Hence 
WV b I h l/2 (5.4) 
for h E S. For X E C there is a j = j(h) E (0, l,..., m - l} such that 
W$ E S. With this choice of j, 
ll(AZ - B)-lII = II(WjAZ - WjB)-lII 
< M/Re(+h) - w by (5.3) 
<2M/IhI -2w by (5.4) 
for I X 1 sufficiently large. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let F be an X-valued analytic on the 
complement of a bounded subset of C. Let r be the circle r = 
{z : ( z I = r> where Y is sufficiently large. Then the change of 
variable w = l/z gives 
jrF(a) dz = I, (G(4/w2) dw, 
where G(w) = F(l/w). The last integral will be zero if G(w)/w2 has a 
removable singularity at the origin, i.e., if G(w) = O(w2) as w -+ 0. 
Hence 
I F(z) dz = 0 if 
F(2) = O(r2) as 1 z 1 --t co. (5.5) 
r 
For all f E 9(B) we have the identity 
(AZ - B)-y = (l/h)f + (l/A)(rv - B)-%j, (5.6) 
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and so for f e Q(B), 
(24-l jr (XI - B)-‘f dA = (2m’)-1 (I, dA/h) f = f 
by (5.5) and (5.6), since 
11 X-l@1 - B)-lII = 1 X 1 O(h-l) = O(k2) as IhI+co. 
Here r is a circle centered at the origin and enclosing o(B). Since 9(B) 
is dense in X we have 
Now let 
I = (234-1 j (AZ - Ii)-’ dh. (5.7) r 
A = (2m’)-l j- h(hl - B)-’ dh. 
r 
Clearly A E B(X) since @I- B)-l is a continuous function of X on lT 
Now, using (5.7) and interpreting the contour integrals in the strong 
operator topology, for TV E p(B), 
(/.d - A)(pI - B)-’ - I = (274-l j-, (p - X)(hl - B)-1 d@I - B)-’ - I 
= (274-l j-, [(Al - B)-’ - (/.J - B)-l] dh 
- (274-l I (Al - B)-1 dii 
r 
by the resolvent identity and (5.7) 
= (2&)-l (j-, dX) (/J - B)-1 = 0. 
It follows that B = A E B(X), and the proof is complete. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix we fulfill the promise made at the end of section 4 
and prove an analog of the following result due to Phillips ([17], 
pp. 216-217). 
THEOREM A.1. Let X be a B-space and let A be the injinitesimal 
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generator of a strongly continuous semigroup in S?(X). Let B( * ) : 
[0, co) --+ a(X) be strongly continuously dz~eerentiable. Then there 
exists a function 
U( - , ~):{(t,s):O~s~t<co}~9(X) 
such that U(t, s) is strongly continuous in t for fixed s and such that 
w, 4 w, y) = w, 4, U(t, t) = I (A.1) 
for 0 < Y < s < t < co. Moreover, if 
u(t) = up, s)f, t >, s, 
then u( + ) is the unique (strong) solution of 
ut = (A + B(t)) u (t 3 s), 44 =f 
as long as f E 9(A). 
The result we shall prove is the following: 
THEOREM A.2. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup in a(X). Let B( . ) : [0, 00) + g’(X) be Ho”Zder 
continuous: for each T > 0 there are positive constants K, /3 such that 
II B(t) - B(s)ll < KI t - s lB 
if 0 < t, s < T. Then there exists a function 
U( . 1 *):{(t,s):O,(s~t<m}--ta(x) 
which is (jointly) strongly continuous and which satisfies (A. 1). Moreover, 
u(t) = qc 4.f 
is the unique (strong) solution of 
d+u/dt = (-4 + B(t)) u (t > s), 44 = f 64.2) 
as long as f E 9(A). Here d+u/dt = limb+,,+ h-l(u(t + h) - u(t)). 
For the proof we shall require the following result, which is a 
special case of Theorem 1.2 of [5]. 
THEOREM A.3. For each t > 0 let A(t) be the injinitesimal 
generator of a contraction semigroup in a(X) with domain 9(A(t)) = 9 
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independent of t. Suppose that given f E 9, c > 0, T > 0, (Y > 0, 
thue exists a 6 > 0 such that 11 A(t + h)g - A(t)g 11 < 01 whenever 
0 d t, t + h d T, I h I < 6, and g is any element of the form 
g = exp(WW) .-a exp(b%))f, 
where k is any positive integer, 0 < si < T, i = l,..., k, and &, ti < c. 
Then there exists a function 
U( * , ~):{(t,s):Ofs~t<m}+B(X) 
which is (jointly) strongly continuous and which satisfies (A.l). Moreover, 
u(t) = w, s)f, fE 22 
is the unique (strong) solution of 
d+u/dt = A(t) u (t > s), u(s) = f. (A-3) 
Proof of Theorem A.2. There exist positive constants M, w such 
that 11 erA 11 < Mewl for t > 0. A, = A - WI also generates a strongly 
continuous semigroup with 11 etAl 11 < M for all t > 0. Set I\ f II1 = 
suprao II etA1f II; then II * II1 is a norm on X equivalent to 11 *11. Moreover, 
II 2’1 /II = sup{II e”“!h : Ilf IL G 11 B 1. 
Let X1 be X with norm 11 *II1 . Then A, generates a strongly continuous 
contraction semigroup in g(X,) (this observation is due to Feller; 
cf. [a, p. 364). 
It suffices to solve Eq. (A.2) for t E [0, S] with S arbitrary. Let 
where 
C(t) = B(t) - KI, 0 < t < s B(S) - KI, S < t < co, 
K is finite since B( . ) is strongly continuous. We shall show that the 
hypotheses of Theorem A.3 are satisfied with A(t) = A + C(t). 
It will then follow that equation (A.3) can be solved. If v( * ) denotes 
the solution and u(t) = $I”-%(t), then 
d+u/dt = (A + B(t)) u, s<t<S, u(s) = f. 
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It remains to show that the hypotheses of Theorem A.3 hold. A(t) 
generates a contraction semigroup. In fact, 
if t < S, and hence C(t) generates a contraction semigroup for 
0 < t < co. A + C(t) is dissipative since both A and C(l) are. 
Therefore the semigroup generated by A + C(t) is a contraction 
semigroup. 
Let f~ 9 and iy. > 0 be given. Let 6 = [or/(MK ]lflli)]llB where 
P = B(S), K = W) are as in the statement of Theorem A.2 and M, 
as before, is the constant such that 11 efA 11 < Mew’. Then for any g of 
the form 
with the si and ti arbitrary, 
II 41 + h)g - 4) g Ill = II w + 4 g - C(t) g III 
if 1 h 1 < 6. The hypotheses of Theorem A.3 are all satisfied and 
hence its conclusions are valid. Therefore Theorem A.2 holds with X 
replaced by X, . But since )I * ]I and ]I - II1 are equivalent, Theorem A.2 
is true as stated. 
In conclusion we make a further remark on our earlier paper [S]. 
Theorem 1 .l of that paper suggests that the following conjecture 
would be a “best possible result”: 
CONJECTURE. Suppose that for each t > 0, A(t) is the injkitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous contraction sem@roup in B(X). Let 
9 be a dense linear manifold in X, contained in each 9(A(t)), such that 
A( - ) f is strongly continuous on [0, co) for each f E ~2. Then the abstract 
Cauchy problem 
Ut = A(t) II (t 3 s), 44 = f 
can be solved ;f f E 52. 
The example given by Phillips ([17J, pp. 220-221) can be slightly 
modified to yield a counterexample to the above conjecture. 
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Note added in proof. A recent interesting paper bf H. 0. Fattorini 
(“Ordinary differential equations in linear topological spaces I,” 
J. Dif. Eqns. 5 (1968), 72-105) h as several points of contact with the 
present paper. In particular Fattorini has a more general result than 
our result of section 5. 
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